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ABSTRACT
In this essay, five authors use collaged relational autoethnography
to explore the relational constitution of non-binary gender
subjectivity, resulting in a performance of queer worldmaking. The
larger force driving this project includes the unlearning of
cisheteronormativity at the intersections of difference. Drawing on
the analytic power of “transing” communication, we use collaged
relational autoethnography to explore non-binary subjectivity and
critical consciousness development.
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We begin with love.1 Relationally derived self-love.
It’s our first meeting, marking the launch of our project. The sun slowly sets over us as

we sit in Rusty’s backyard. Each of us sits straddling the wooden planks on either side of a
worn picnic table nestled in a patch of unkempt vines.

“This project will require intellectual, physical, and emotional energy,” I (Benny) begin,
adding, “In turn, it will require that we take our time as we take care of ourselves and one
another.” I reach into my bookbag, collecting five small bundles – one for each of us. I
sense nervous excitement as I hand a bundle to each of my co-authors, explaining, “I
wrote a self-love spell for us.”Nerves turn to curiosity as the bundles catch their respective
gazes. Each bundle includes 5 pink candles hugged by a folded sheet of white paper on
which the spell is written. Twine fastens each of the bundles.

I wrote this spell, informed by my spiritual practice, as a gift to each of you. You are not
required to cast the spell; rather, it is intended as a gentle reminder that we center our well-
ness and lead with reflexive compassion throughout this project.

I unwrap my bundled spell and light each of the 5 candles. As I do so, we name our
feelings.

I (Danny) feel shy.

I (Jayvien) feel honored.
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I (Gray) feel apprehensive.

I (Rusty) feel validated.

I (Benny) feel vulnerable.

***
We are a community of five writers who understand our respective relationships to

gender as non-binary. In this essay, we employ tenets of collage (Kilgard), conjoining
them with autoethnography to explore the performative constitution of non-binary
gender subjectivity in relational contexts. We use collaged relational autoethnography
(CRA) to resist and destabilize normativity through collaborative consciousness-raising
around questions of gender (Toyosaki et al. 78). We maintain that non-binary subjectivity
destabilizes the performative boundaries seeking to normalize sex, gender, and sexuality.
Our project is thus a “healing” one through which we desire to “understand, unpack, and
demystify” normative gender (Yep, “Violence” 26).

What binds us to one another are queer relational potentialities that, in Dustin Goltz’s
words, “explore inventive and resistant modes of belonging that push at, through, and
outside normative relational systems and their normative commitments” (99). In
short, our collective and respective troubled relationships to binary gender bind us; in
each other we find both recognition and tension in our individual and collective gen-
dered senses of self. To be clear, this project is not the result of coursework. Rather, it
began in community. At our institution, I (Benny) mentor gender non-conforming stu-
dents. Each of my co-authors expressed interest in learning critical and creative
approaches to research. Noting paradigmatic tensions and/or cisheteronormative2 bias
in their respective fields, my co-authors found it difficult to locate or explore non-
binary subjectivities, identities, expressions, possibilities, and/or potentialities. Their
experiences resonated with my own as a trans academic who craved trans-affirming dis-
courses that countered the cisheteronormative bias constituting the brunt of my own
education. We found one another because we were hurting, non-binary trans subjects,
navigating a cisheteronormative culture. At the same time, intersections of race, size,
class, religion, and sexuality animate our respective and collective experiences with
cisheteronormativity. Together, we write to perform our unlearning of cisheteronorma-
tivity at these intersections of difference. The result is queer worldmaking in which we
“engage the possible rather than settling in the actual” (Toyosaki and Pensoneau-
Conway 563). We argue CRA facilitates our healing through performances of queer
worldmaking that mark the processual unlearning of cisheteronormativity across time
and space in our relational context.

Three sections comprise this essay. First, we share our methodological considerations.
Specifically, we locate our autoethnographic commitments and consider their efficacy in
performing queer worldmaking. Second, we perform queer worldmaking using CRA.
Noting the queer communicative pedagogical component of this project, we weave
what would be a theory section into our performance of queer worldmaking. That is, in
this section we analyze our autoethnographic engagements while exhibiting developments
in trans studies. And third, we close the essay articulating CRA as a relational means to
perform queer worldmaking. Allow us to begin by considering our autoethnographic
commitments.
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Collaged relational autoethnography

We sit around a giant wooden table in a local café. We sip drinks while devouring yet
another dish of crispy ponzu brussel sprouts. We laugh. We share. We hold one
another gently as we affirm our weekly relative navigation of cisheteronormativity.
Today marks our fourth or fifth meeting; we are working to set our methodological
stage. We begin by affirming our relational bonds. We then explore the relationship
between our relational bonds and those of autoethnography. Danny offers a question to
focus our discussion: “What might our relational bonds reveal about the hegemony of
cisheteronormativity?”

“That cisheteronormativity would rather we remained isolated,” offers Rusty.

“Alone,” Gray adds.

“Inconceivable,” Jayvien nuances.

***
Researchers and artists spanning paradigmatic, methodological, disciplinary, and

theoretical commitments have employed autoethnography. In its broadest sense, autoeth-
nography is a research method used to analyze culture through lived experiences (Allen-
Collinson). Indebted to the labors of feminist women of color, we conceptualize lived
experience, and thus culture, as intersectionally constituted (e.g. Collins and Bilge).
Robin Boylorn and Mark Orbe characterize intersectionality as “the cultural synergy
that is created through interactions” of identity (16). Intersectionality embraces and
engages the complexity of lived experience, echoing Bernadette Calafell’s definition of
embodied dialectic tension as “the ways our identities position us in spaces of simul-
taneous marginalization and privilege” (5).

***
The sun begins to set as a familiar golden ray entrances the café. We’ve ordered another

round of drinks as we name our intersecting identities:

I (Benny) identify as a fierce mixed-race Asian/white, fat, disabled, queer, non-binary trans
person and first-generation-college-student-turned-academic child of an immigrant woman.

I (Danny) identify with queerness, transfemininity, and demihomosexuality, and as an artist,
scholar, satirist, and wordsmith.

I (Jayvien) identify as an Afro-Pilipinx pangender and queer person, researcher, educator,
and poet wading in several diasporas.

I (Gray) identify with multiplicity, as non-binary, gender fluid, as a researcher and scientist,
an empath and artist.

I (Rusty) identify as a white, disabled, kinky, queer, demi-sexual, non-binary trans person,
first generation student-scholar–educator in English and being a risk-aware, consensual,
and conscientious pervert.

We take the time to honor our different bodies and identities. We pause, naming points of
(dis)connection.

***
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Reflexivity marks the critical awareness binding our intersectionally-constituted core,
which implicates self in relation to other. Implication is difficult as reflexivity requires
more than reflection. Richard Jones clarifies: “Self-reflection might scratch the surface,
but self-reflexivity cuts to the bone” because it presses one to acknowledge and challenge
one’s own complicity with oppressive cultural practices (124). Jones offers “intersectional
reflexivity” as a methodological focus, which “requires one to acknowledge one’s intersect-
ing identities, both marginalized and privileged, and then employ self-reflexivity, which
moves one beyond self-reflection to the often uncomfortable level of self-implication”
(122).

***
The mood is light, focused, and open as we name the material conditions constituting

our relative experiences that enable our unique non-binary subjectivities to emerge. Our
trans disclosures look and feel differently and are predicated on relative privileges. We
process.

I navigate cisheteronormativity at the intersections of:

Racism, sizism, ableism, and Christian religiocentric terror – particularly as it pertains to
“conversion therapy”. (Benny)

Heterosexism, whiteness, epistemic violence, objectivism, masochism, and reframing trauma
as mental illness. (Danny)

Classism, racism, cissexism, miso-/misandrynoir,3 imperialism, and projections of archaic-
yet-unchanging Orientalisms and Africanisms. (Jayvien)

Whiteness, ableism, classism, and heterosexism specifically as it pertains to intragroup bipho-
bia. (Gray)

Whiteness, classism, ableism, sizism, misogyny, and sadomasochism as they relate to framing
BDSM performance as a means to push against the perceived capaciousness of disabled
bodies. (Rusty)

An hour or two has passed. Orange street lamps buzz to life and light the busy street on
which the café rests. Hand-written notes and crumbled papers compliment the near-
empty plates covering the giant wooden table. Our hunger is satiated; we are full as we
approach the core of our discussion: humanization.

***
Kathy-Ann Hernandez and Faith Wambura Ngunjiri characterize relational work as

“an exercise in the intersubjective nature of human experiences” (263). This labor
demands reflexive implication as we attend to the intersectional ways power animates
our relational contexts. Satoshi Toyosaki and Sandra Pensoneau-Conway characterize
“autoethnographic partners” as participants who have an “obligation to recognize the
other as a partner in dialogue” (568). They argue that collaborative approaches allow auto-
ethnographic partners “to be fully present for others and to become more fully human
with each other” (569). Relational autoethnography is appropriate for our purposes as
non-binary authors working to unlearn cisheteronormativity.

Moreover, we envision a relational dynamic that engages the messiness and fluidity of
gender non-normativity. For this, collage emerges as an effective tool (Adams and Bolen
104). Collage refers to an aesthetic genre in which disparate items are juxtaposed to one
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another (Vaughan). Amy Kilgard suggests four facets of collage, which serve as our meth-
odological anchors. First, we explore the ways our individual and collaborative stories
render disparate, collective, and unique interpretations of meaning. Second, collage is
understood to be “sensual/sensory/embodied practice” (11; see also Bell). That is, the
doing of collage is heuristic, a point Kilgard notes is under theorized. Third, collage
involves juxtapositions and relationships of elements in time and space. For this
project, we explore the juxtapositions and relationships that emerge in relational contexts
in which we explore non-binary gender subjectivity. Fourth, collage is “unsettled” in that
the open-endedness that collage asserts marks its own productive tension: meaning in
uncertainty (Brockelman). While collage marks a fluid approach to research, it is
focused. Kilgard asserts: “there must be at least an implicit connection among items in
a collage composition” (16). For our purposes, unlearning cisheteronormativity in rela-
tional context connects us, serving as our point of focus.

As the lead author and informal teacher, I (Benny) focused our efforts in four phases.
First, we created a community of care, fostered over an extended period of time. I have
worked with each of my co-authors for at least a year prior to beginning this project.
We know one another quite well. I host meals, we craft together, and we emotionally
support one another. We are friends as we are collaborators. We center and acknowledge
the racialized violences constituting cisheteronormativity rather than gaslighting one
another to downplay their existence. We understand performances of cisheteronormativ-
ity to be dangerous. We affirm the importance of resisting these violent materialities in our
small community of learners/writers/friends. Second, in addition to fostering a commu-
nity of care predicated on affirmation of difference, we explore critical and creative
approaches to research as well as trans-affirming and intersectional thought and discourse
that helps shape our analytic lens, which in turn facilitated cognitive healing through criti-
cal consciousness-raising (Yep, “Violence”). Third, we wrote. I provided an initial set of
narratives to spark response and engagement. For my co-authors, this was the first time
they had used creative means in a research context. As a result, I offered narrative
examples to illustrate what was possible. They included poetic reflections, journal-type
entries, and monologic processing all engaging the question of trans subjectivity in
general terms. In addition, I offered an initial set of personal narratives as a means of
putting my body on the line. I disclosed embodied pains and celebrations as a gesture
of vulnerability and as a means of expressing the level of disclosure I requested of my
co-authors and the care that I entrusted to them.

With these elements established, we began the fourth step: collage. Throughout the
summer of 2017, we took turns adding content to an open and shared digital document;
the document remains open for ongoing dialogue. Any one author is able and equipped to
add content as, when, and where they desire. Having compiled our primary written
content, we turned to document construction, which included collaging the narratives
so that they “trans” gender communication (Yep et al., “Pushing”). As a healing project,
and as a pedagogical venture, I invited our second author (Danny) to lead our initial
collage efforts, which included my co-authors working in my absence. My reasoning
was that fostering a space in which the “professor” was not present could allow for intra-
generational processing. Danny reflects on their collage efforts in a journal entry: Our
pieces fill up the floor of my room. We take turns reading them and are timid about
reading our own. We sort our pieces into piles based on the themes we feel emerging
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through our voices. We are queerly exchanging intimacy, and I am whole in this moment.
The collage labor was collaborative and took place both in person and in digital terrains.
This step included performing our own and each other’s stories aloud. Here, our isolation
dissipated. In and through the performance of other we saw ourselves. And in and through
the performance of self we saw one another. Throughout the entire process, we regularly
met as a group to discuss our project and life more generally. Our meetings often included
a shared meal or a collaborative craft project.

***
The server, Cy, is kind. He is a Black, queer, and cisgender man. He genders us cor-

rectly. He keeps our glasses filled as he jumps in and out of the conversation. His “edu-
cation was organic,” and he “appreciates theory,” he remarks, as well as the queer love
that binds us through our differences. Cy has been our server on multiple occasions; we
are regulars.

ZAP! A loud pop cracks across the speakers as the emcee tests the microphone: “1, 2, 3,
… .” They are preparing for the open mic performance. Tonight’s theme: Does not include
us. We focus our energies as we ask Cy to close our tab at his convenience.

We are co-constructing a queer world of our own design nestled within the perpetual
flow of intersecting normativities.

***
Collaged relational autoethnography (CRA) enables us to write into existence a queer

world that seeks to “achieve the justice of recognition” (Toyosaki and Pensoneau-Conway
568). Queer worlds emerge alongside as well as in opposition to cisheteronormativity. As a
normative structure, cisheteronormativity is a ubiquitous force that is “largely invisible” to
most people (Yep, “Further” 116). From the vantage of queer and trans subjectivity, cishe-
teronormativity has been theorized as a “form of violence, deeply embedded in our indi-
vidual and group psyches, social relations, identities, social institutions, and cultural
landscape” (Yep, “From” 168). In turn, José Esteban Muñoz theorizes queer worldmaking
as a “mode of labor” that embodies “a utopia in the present” (56, 37).

Communication scholars have theorized and performed queer worldmaking across a
number of sites. For instance, Shane Moreman and Stephanie Briones analyzed Nyle
DiMarco’s performance of self across three mediated contexts. They argue DiMarco’s
deafness and embodiment of sexual fluidity provide new modes of being for audiences,
what they conceptualize as Deaf Queer world-making. Conversely, Robert Gutierrez-
Perez and Luis Andrade theorize queer of color (QOC) worldmaking through their embo-
died navigation of institutionalized ideological apparatuses, including marriage. They the-
orize QOC worldmaking as referring to the ways queers of color “enact a futurity of self-
empowerment in the present” (5). Gutierrez-Perez and Andrade provide an embodied fra-
mework that inspires our worldmaking ventures. As a writing collective comprised of
Afro-Pilipinx, mixed-race Asian/white, and white non-binary subjects, we seek modes
of queer worldmaking that affirm empowerment across intersections of difference.
More precisely, we neither seek nor claim a unified sense of empowerment as non-
binary subjects. Rather, we seek queer worlds that envision and realize relational modes
of empowerment that are unique to our intersectional navigation of cisheteronormativity
as we seek healing.

Gust Yep locates queer worldmaking as a potential effect of healing from the violence of
heteronormativity (“Further”). Heteronormativity enables violence across four co-
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constitutive sites. First, external violence includes anti-queer harassment including, for
instance, physical and sexual violence (“Violence” 22). Second, internalized violence
includes “self-hatred and self-destructive thoughts and behavioral patterns” (21). Third,
discursive violence includes the wide swath of communicative means used to “differentially
treat, degrade, pathologize, and represent” non-normative subjectivities (23). And fourth,
institutionalized violence includes the institutionalized criminalization of non-normativ-
ity. In turn, queer relational modes provide the ground on which healing and thus
queer worldmaking are enacted. To this end, CRA facilitates a relational context in
which we choose to explore non-binary gender subjectivity and the concomitant unlearn-
ing of cisheteronormativity4 resulting in a performance of queer worldmaking.

***
We pay our tab and gather our scattered papers. We thank Cy as we slowly slip out of

the café. The emcee’s vocals intensify as the open mic begins. We meander to the corner
and stand. Lingering. Talking about what we were talking about. We hold on to the
moment for as long as we can. And then we begin to slowly break apart, one at a time:
First, Gray, then Rusty, then Danny and Jayvien, followed by Benny. We return to our
respective worlds, feeling loved. Our developing analytic lens allows us to approach our
worlds differently – with a critical eye centering non-binary subjectivity amidst a world
of compulsory racialized binarism.

We end with love. Relationally derived self-love.

And we are ready.

To continue.

Performing queer worldmaking with collaged relational autoethnography

We are sitting around the giant coffee table in my (Benny) living room. Three candles sup-
plement the dim lamp lighting the space. A black candle filters negative energy, a white
candle amplifies healing energy, while a lavender candle honors and grounds our collab-
oration in the materiality of lived experience as trans subjects. A hot coal burns in a small
cauldron sitting in the center of the three candles. We take turns tossing pinches of various
herbs, resins, and incenses atop the coal, releasing occasional puffs of grounding aromas.
We finish homemade potato tacos as afternoon gives to evening and laughter slowly shifts
to focus. We have gathered to trans our sense of gender as non-binary subjects.

“To trans.” Gray thumbs through their notes, contemplating out loud. They stop at a
particular page citing Stryker et al., “a practice that takes place within, as well as across
or between gendered spaces. It is a practice that assembles gender into contingent struc-
tures of association with other attributes of bodily being, and that allows for their reassem-
bly” (13).

Jayvien clarifies, “Transing affirms gender as intersectional and dynamic.”

Rusty adds, “Gender as a site of potentiality.”

Black trans actress Angelica Ross’s blogged words anchor our theoretical musings: “Being
trans comes at a high cost, but being black and trans can cost you your life.”
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Jayvien clarifies, “Gender as a site of potentiality, tethered by materiality.”

“Difference matters; and a sustained focus on difference is the only way to affirm the com-
plexity of (our) transness” adds Danny (Green).

Benny offers, “In the communication discipline, Yep et al. (‘Pushing’) propose transing
in analytic terms – as a means of unpacking gender in ways far more complex than
mimetic and binary categories.”

They5 interject, “This shit changed my life. This shit is material.”

In turn, we conceptualize and explore gender as: (1) intersectionally constituted, (2)
defined in multiplicity, and (3) administratively constrained while performatively
processual.

Gender is intersectionally constituted

Gender cannot be conceived absent intersecting cultural vectors. “Or, in other words, I
would have been killed a long time ago for wearing makeup if my assigned-maleness was
not also white and middle-classed” (Danny). As an analytic tool, intersectionality implores
us to analyze power relations both “via their intersections” and “across domains of power”
(Collins and Bilge 25). Karma Chávez illustrates how doing so enables us to resist “sim-
plistic” framings of power and culture by highlighting that which gets “obfuscated” in
calls for unification, including such calls in our non-binary writing coalition (45). An
intersectional approach emphasizes the importance of difference and is thus an exper-
iment in relational thought, which Collins and Bilge remind us “rejects either/or binary
thinking” in favor of a “both/and frame” that attends to interconnections (25). To think
of gender as intersectional is to examine the ways our sense of gender – both individually
and collectively – is made manifest through its material relations to intersecting lines of
identity.

***

I am facilitating a weekly TEG6 meeting. The latest trans death dampens the group dynamic.
These conversations are hard to facilitate. Truth is: I enter the space uncertain how to begin.
And, so, we begin with a resounding sadness undergirded by rage. A white enby7 quivers;
they are new to the group this semester. They are scared. “It could have been me,” they
say contemplatively, adding, “We do not have the privilege to not think about gender.”

yet

Whiteness will consume

Total gender galaxies

If we ignore race

I think to myself. The white enby presses

fist clenched, held high.

Their body asserts: “Transphobia will kill me!”

And I press: “She was Black. She was binary.” And I affirm their rage.
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But it remains a rage

cut by the edge of whiteness (Krell).

The white enby leans in and sits back. Others join in our chorus of intersectional rage:

For the bodies are Black and Brown.

For the bodies are Black and Brown.

Brown.

And Black, especially.

We do not have the privilege to not think about race

before we do not have the privilege to not think about gender.

These conversations are hard to facilitate. Harder even when whiteness universalizes.
Violence.

Because to teach gender is to teach race. (Benny)

It’s tough,

when you aren’t sure if you are talking

to a person

or

to your own ghosts. (Rusty)

“I was once that white enby, denying my mixedness. Denying the white privilege that
enabled my trans sense of self to emerge” (Benny). “In many ways, we remain that
white enby” (Rusty, Gray, and Danny).

The candles flicker, casting dancing shadows across our faces. They press: “In decolo-
nizing trans/gender 101, binaohan taught us the binary legitimizes the white colonial
gender system.”

Jayvien continues, “Early white settlers and colonizers interpreted indigenous genders
and sexualities through their heteropatriarchal binary gender system, which resulted in
coercive violence, including death, aimed specifically at indigenous and trans feminine
and non-binary folks of color.”

They pinch and drop incense onto the hot coal while we meditate on Marquise Bey’s
words: “[B]lack and/or trans bodies disrupt normativity and disallow complacency” (44).

“Thus,” Benny professes, “white non-binary genders are always already more legible
under white supremacy compared to non-binary genders of color, which are always
already illegible under white supremacy.” Benny takes a beat. The others lean in,
nodding. Benny continues, “white non-binary people have more access to power and privi-
lege than binary and/or non-binary people of color.”

Jayvien punctuates, “Fact.”
We return to binaohan who reminds us,
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the binary as tool of oppression is not about legitimizing binary genders over non-binary
genders, in a general sense, but about legitimizing a white notion of manhood and a white
notion of womanhood. And, in turn, this is inextricably tied to who is considered ‘human’
and who isn’t. (126)

White privilege enables binary privilege.

White privilege enables binary privilege.

White privilege enables binary privilege.

LET’S HEAR IT AGAIN FOR THE PEOPLE IN THE BACK!

racialized

cisheteronormativity!

my virulent violent narrative!

masculinized

dehumanized,

no matter how

womxn

femme.

do I only pass as human

when you peel back my skin?

I am shapeshifting water vessel

full ‘trans bathroom problem’ bladder

and fully functioning uterus

under state techniques

and terror mechanisms.

(Jayvien)

***

The conversation veers toward frustration – “Only some bodies ‘count!’” The conversa-
tion ebbs and flows against the limits of transnormativity or the normalization of “certain
types of trans bodies” that reflect and constitute dominant standards of/for trans bodies
(Yep, “Further” 117). Those standards are always white. To embody white genders. To
pass white gender standards. Is. To. Count. Standards that presume compulsory consump-
tion, and a privileging of the physical, universalize – whitewash – trans (Snorton).

“Passing is expensive. Though, it would be nice to breathe without the fear of being
clocked” (Them).

Passing presumes white beauty norms that erase women of color. (binaohan)
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“Hard pass; no thanks. We’ll just be unicorns”. (Them)

“Passing.” Passing as what? (Jayvien)

What is passing? Am I passing, or does passing exist only in others perception of you? Is it
something I do or is it something they do?

I can explore myself with these words

just as I see these words push me out as

an other. (Gray)

if not ‘passing,’

that is,

white-passing,

rich-passing,

straight-passing,

male- or female-passing,

(cue a stranger asking,

‘Why can’t you just pick one?!’)

I cannot pass as average

if they see me

savage

non-existent.

but

who are they?.

(Jayvien)

Internalized guilt and dangerous gender stereotypes reinforcing femininity is female,
masculinity is male. Feeling or existing like this makes me feel like I’m stoking the
flames of the gendered polar binaries of male/female. I tried to accept that these binary
roles do not need to be met in order to express/experience/live within my identity. A con-
scious choice of restricting self-behavioral policing and allowance of non-normative phys-
ical gender expression. I say ‘try’ because this is not a sequence of singular transitions but
rather a chaotic process often in retrograde. (Gray)

My brother and I are sipping beers. This is how we talk. And we haven’t talked in a long
while. And I am hurting. And I have been away for a long while. And we are sitting and
sipping beers. And he asks what it was like to live in the Midwest. And I respond earnestly:
“Awful. Scary.”We left the Midwest a few months prior. And the scars are fresh. And I do
not yet know that trauma is processing, still. “Whoah. Scary. Why?” my brother asks.
“Violence,” I respond. His eyebrows furl, I offer examples. “Have you ever been chased
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off the road by white men in trucks shouting ‘die tranny faggot’? Have you ever been beat
up by hospital security guards for asking that nurses use the right pronouns when referring
to your wife? Have strangers regularly called the police on you and your wife just to let you
know you are being watched?” And he sips his beer. And he is unbothered. And he offers
his best unsolicited advice: “You should just cover up. Both of you” (Benny). “Are we to
cover our gender or our race?”. (Them)

Dysphoria for me is based in knowing I am gendered in general: I am screaming plea-
surably on a rollercoaster, and am horrified afterward by a gay friend who tells me he likes
how I scream because I sound like a man; I am confused by who “she” is in a peer review
exercise for class, and when I ask my classmate for clarification I learn that she is me
because I wear makeup sometimes. I hate gender; it doesn’t account for my experiences
of self, and yet is routinely forced upon me as part of participation in human affairs. I
must bend over backwards to find relief from being (en)gendered according to other
people’s desires. (Danny)

I don’t like you on hormones.

Your taste and smell have changed.

I’m not as sexually attracted to you anymore and you scare me when you get upset.

It’s hard to try to be more you but then have others feel like they are losing what makes you,

You. (Rusty)

Insertion: acting like a dick keeps mankind as hard as a rock. (Danny)

When I look in the mirror I see my face. Nothing more. My body fades from coherence.
I do not have a body. I am nothingness. I am an eating disorder uncertain where full begins
and hunger ends. The curves on my body are where dysphoria and dysmorphia dance.
Where fat collides with gender and where gender collides with sexualized and racialized
fantasies. (Benny)

My friend’s girlfriend pulled his computer cord out of the wall because he wouldn’t stop
playing video games. “That’s why domestic violence exists against women, am I right bro?”
As if I had been raped, I froze. I wanted to scream. I wanted to punch. But I was a barista
making this guy’s coffee. I acted like I couldn’t hear him. But that moment made me never
want to pass as a white cisgender male again. [As if we could control such things (Benny).]
The willingness of white, heterosexual, cisgender males to share their openness to commit
violence against women meant the possibility of a re-traumatizing experience in every
interaction with a cis male (Rusty). Still, to be read as a white-cishet-man is to be read
as human. (Benny)

Gender is a multiplicity

Yep et al. press us to imagine gender in galactic rather than binary terms (“Pushing”). And
for our purposes, galactic thinking is apt. Recent research suggests there are trillions of
galaxies in the observable universe, ranging in size from small ones with billions of
stars to giants with trillions of stars (Conselice et al.). At the core of every known
galaxy is an active galactic nucleus – often a black hole, which generates the energy to
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bind a given galaxy. Most galaxies are in gravitational tension with surrounding galaxies,
and they sometimes collide with one another over millions of years. These collisions can
impact the outer edges of other galaxies and effectively shift the larger galactic flow, or lead
to the complete destruction of one galaxy by another that moves with greater velocity and
power. Galaxies can also remain in gravitational tension to comprise a galactic cluster that
remains in configuration. To conceptualize of gender as a galaxy is to consider not only the
multiplicity of gender subjectivity (the hundreds of billions of galaxies/gender potential-
ities), but also the contextual potentiality in theorizing gender subjectivity (the billions
to trillions of stars within a single galaxy/contextual gender performances and choices).

***
The candles continue to burn. A thin cloud of incense-herb-resin smoke fill the room.

We are focused and relaxed. Gray and I sit on one couch while Rusty and Danny sit on the
other. Jayvien sits on the ground, meditating focus on the burning candles. They look up,
“It’s just too much. We’re pulled in too many directions.”

Benny affirms, “It’s exhausting.” They pause before adding, “Can it be rewarding?”
“I guess it can be rewarding knowing the foundation is relational and contextual,” Gray

answers.
Benny nods while pressing, “And what’s rewarding about that?”
Danny places dried lavender leaves atop the coal while offering, “It suggests normative

performances of our multiple identities are based on arbitrary standards not of our own
design and that we work with and against.”

Jayvien adds, “Those standards have more to do with easing others’ discomfort over
categorical uncertainty and affording ourselves a sense of ‘fitting in’ than with an identity
category itself.”

Rusty emphasizes the point, “And the expectations of white supremacy or cisheteronor-
mativity will always look and feel different on each of our bodies.” They lean forward
placing a smidge of incense on the coal releasing a puff of gray, aromatic smoke. The
release takes our collective breath away as Rusty adds, “And many of us will never fit in
anyway.”

As if rehearsed, Jayvien, Danny, and Gray ask, “So why try?” Laughter breaks our med-
itative conversation.

Benny layers over our slowing laughter, “Kate Bornstein uses the metaphor of ‘splatter-
ing’ to draw our attention to the multiple, often conflicting, expectations that constrain
what our genders can be” (118). They resituate in the couch, leaning forward. “Think
of the relationships you have with 10 different entities. They can be real or fictional.
Think of the contextual ways in which these 10 entities know or may come to know
your gender based on your contextual relationship.” Their gaze shifts to contemplative
thought as they think through a multitude of options. “Next, envision inviting all 10 enti-
ties over for a dinner party you are hosting. At this party, your task is to perform all 10
versions of your gender self at all times to all 10 entities.” The hypothetical scenario is
met with awkward laughs as they/we envision the challenge undergirding the prompt:
Our multiple identities and genders can/will conflict, effectively curbing the dynamism
of gender as we acquiesce to the moment.

We read and meditate on Bornstein’s words: “It’s when we splatter consciously, I think,
that we expand our ability to stretch our genders, let ourselves go, lose a sense of who or
what we might ‘really’ be, and we’re simply there.” (120)
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Jayvien rightly notes, however, “Still, materiality limits what is in our control.”
***

Julia Serano writes, “[S]ocialization acts to exaggerate biological gender differences that
already exist. In other words, it coaxes those of us who are exceptional to hide or curb
those tendencies” (74). To privilege singularity over multiplicity.

The first time I learned I was a boy was the first time I learned I was fat. When I was 10,
my dad took me to a water park. I darted down slides, laughing. I let the current pull me
around the ‘lazy river.’ And I swam against the current in a wave pool. It was fun for a
beach kid who hated the beach but who appreciated water. Two white, freckled clichés
taunt from atop the infamous, terrifying, Treetop Water Slide: Look at the tits on that
fat boy. The refrain nestles deep in the curves of my body and in my psyche; time
hasn’t quieted their sneers. Fatness and gender collide, rendering my body remarkable.
I still work to untangle the ugliness of those words from the beauty of my fat femme mix-
edness. I still cover what they saw as my fat boy body. (Benny)

When discussing my upcoming partial double mastectomy with my mother, my sister
was asked whether or not she would ‘allow her daughter to cut off her arm if she expressed
the desire to?’ As she recounted this with me, I thought it interesting that breasts could
open doors and carry things. (Rusty)

Serano theorizes, “[S]ocialization distorts biological gender difference to create the
impression that essential differences exist between women and men” (74). Socialization
conditions us to abhor that which renders us exceptional – that which evades categorical
certainty.

Truth asks, while in search of her

truth

AIN’T I A WOMAN?

a Black woman

holy Black woman;

I ask, while in search of my

truth,

AIN’T I HUMAN?

these institutions

apparently

ain’t got

enough room.

(Jayvien)

I am dancing among a sea of bodies, pulsing with rhythm, glimpsing unity, feeling cohesion.
Red lipstick is smeared across my face, almost to my ear. I have been smearing my lipstick
intentionally these past few months. In a few more months I will stop smearing my lipstick,
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and someone will ask me where my smear went; I will tell them that I have become the smear.
(Danny)

I stopped taking hormones even though I desired a beard. I stopped taking hormones even
though being called sir felt better than lady. I settled for a presentation that was closer to andro-
gyny and was more often interpreted as a butch lesbian aesthetic. (Rusty)

A woman walks near, turns toward me, grins widely, and stops walking to take me in. Her
hands move toward my lips in an attempt to touch my face and smear me more. I use my fore-
arms to thwart her trajectory and speak loudly, cutting through the music: ‘Don’t do that.’ She
stops, her eyes widen with fear and confusion, and nearby bodies stop dancing for a beat. My
eyes are cold fire and she is scared: ‘I’m sorry!’ she exclaims before hugging me. ‘I love you!’ She
walks away quickly with head hanging down. (Danny)

I thought my nonbinary’ness’ and gender fluidity only appeared once I had
words for them. In a way, it’s true; with words I could navigate more ambiguous
and deeper parts of myself. I use perceptions of gender normativity for safety
and security, physical emotional and mental health. And often I choose less to
handle more. (Gray)

Serano: “Thus, the primary role of socialization is not to produce gender difference de
novo, but to create the illusion that female and male are mutually exclusive, ‘opposite’ sexes”.
(74)

***

A Perpetually Perpetual Self-Perpetuating Cisheteronormative Myth (in 4 Parts)

1. Phallus within normative morphological criteria

a. normative-

b. morphological-

c. criteria

>>

Doctor assigns “male” at birth

Others utter “it’s a boy”

in waiting room

to cisheterosexist soldiers

on edge of their seats

awaiting the team results

formalized in celebratory cigars, signatures

>>

Coercively raised as “boy,”

taught HE’s better than HIS alleged opposite, “girl.”

later “man” who projects HIS gender superiority. REPEAT.
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2. Lack of phallus within normative morphological criteria

a. in which the phallus is understood as default

>>

Doctor assigns “female” at birth

Others utter “it’s a girl” at birth

in social media streams

to cisheterosexist soldiers

on the edge of their seats

pretending to care

ready to defend

formalized in confetti and tiaras, signatures

>>

Coercively raised as “girl,”

taught to follow HER alleged opposite, “boy.”

later “woman” who is forced to navigate HIS toxic masculinity. HELP, MAN.
REPEAT.

3. Exceptional genitalia that evade normative criteria

a. in which normativity is a violent intersectional structure designed to perpetually
perpetuate cultural power and privilege.

>>

Doctor declares “ambiguous” at birth (Ambiguous compared to what? They
shout)

Others utter dated epithets

in hallways, whispers, news headlines, talk shows

>>

forced to undergo non-consensual, medically unnecessary “corrective”
surgery*

*see cisheteronormativity8 for justification of coercive
surgery

>>

raised in secrecy; shame

or raised empowered

4. Repeat as vigorously as possible
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protect ferociously

the fragile human experiment

that divides

to conquer

***

My first love fucked me so deeply

that he came out of my mouth,

but not because he was so big;

it’s because I am so small

inside myself. (Danny)

I like redefining what makes up a trans body, but I feel erased when I’m called a lady. Now,
every interaction is a surprise. Will they ‘he’ me, or ‘she’me, or will they smell my queerness
and compliment the aroma with a ‘they?’. (Rusty) Why do they ‘it’ Black skin

Brown skin

fat body

femme

Asian princxss. (Benny)

AS IF I WANT TO CHOOSE YET ANOTHER

TOO TIGHT, TOO VAGUE, TOO ‘NEW’ CATEGORY

TO NAIL UPON MY ‘QTBIPOC’ BODY?

AS IF I HAVE THE CHOICE TO TACK YET ANOTHER

HUMAN-SHAPED, AR-15 TARGET ONTO MY BACK? (Jayvien)

“I only have this visual language to paint with, because I can’t see my lines and can’t
think my thoughts can’t pen my emotions. I can’t see my borders” (Gray). “I think that
I am a cleverly-disguised hole: both the presence of absence and the absence of presence”
(Danny).

I am only unconsciously myself. I don’t notice me, and I don’t know what that means. For
whatever reason when I feel something, a deep wave or even trickle of emotion and thought, I
feel not hindered by it, but holding back. If I can’t fight it, or nurture it, just really feel it, it’s
walled out and actively forgotten. The tighter grip on myself pushes further away. I form an
expression that can, will, and needs to seep out in some way. A manifestation to ease hurt or
weight or fatigue or confusion. I don’t remember my childhood and don’t remember most of
my life (Gray). “I, too, feel disconnected from my body and have poor memory for my life
events”. (Danny)
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Gender is administratively constrained and performatively processual

Yep et al., propose gender to be analyzed as both a performative act and an administrative
structure (“Pushing”). For instance, gender is understood as a processual becoming com-
prised of performative iterations such as going to the store, binding one’s chest, showing
up late to an electrolysis session, or sipping coffee while having to navigate administrative
structures including convincing gatekeepers (e.g. psychiatrists, physicians, professors,
parents, partners) that we are who we say we are. “A tangle of brittle hairs from my bur-
geoning baldness clogs the shower drain as water washes soap off of the cultural filth that are
my painted fingernails” (Danny). At the same time, transing highlights and centers subjec-
tive gender over culturally imposed categories. This is referred to as gender self-determi-
nation, which, “[O]pens up space for multiple embodiments and their expressions by
collectivizing the struggle against both interpersonal and state violence” (Stanley 90).
More than naming oneself, self-determination engages the space “between being con-
structed within structures of domination and finding spaces of exerting agency” (Shome
and Hegde 266). Thus, to identify as “non-binary” is to embody dialectical tension with
culturally sedimented notions of binary sex and gender based on racist and cisheterosexist
standards assigned to each of us at and beyond birth. To be certain, self-determined gender
thus does not necessarily signify “freedom” so much as it signifies a processual commit-
ment to becoming liberated and working against the coloniality of gender (Sium et al.).
Like María Lugones, we understand gender to be a “colonial imposition” (748). She the-
orizes racialized gender, revealing that what we now know as “gender” was initially used to
distinguish human men from (sub-human) women while “sex” was used to distinguish
non-human males from females in terms of racialized labor potential under racist capit-
alism. In this regard, gender is always and already racialized through a pursuit of becoming
interpellated as human. Gender is at once administratively organized and subjectively
embodied.

***

tired

queer

trans

intersex

blackhispinxy.

checking –

or cashing –

in.

stark (con)tension

within

the dominant.

said
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“goodbye, Descartes!”

hello, Lorde

hello, Said.

tokenized

in school

on the panel

in press.

but

I sure will be

discussing

material consequences

of

race-castes

gender

class

sex.
driving a broken car –

unable to drive at all.
is it me

or is it

the daily

erasure?

the invisible human

angry black womxn

black male brute

mxmxcitx

mxmmy / jezebel (split)

humble house servant

a walking brillo pad

in a crooked room.

because I
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threaten them.

because I

sure am proud.

not trapped in

my own body

but

state techniques

violence spectacle.

(Jayvien)

***

“Diversity” Training

Required items: (1) Plenty of printed glossaries of always already dated terms; (2) At
least one tokenized “special guest” speaker (Courvant); and (3) A sticker to announce
one’s newly minted, institutionally derived and thus affirmed “ally” status*

Directions: Pass out glossary. Read glossary. Listen to special guest speaker(s); ask questions
that are best googled in one’s own free time (an especially effective time to do such searches is
while secretly consuming porn that features trans bodies**)

Trans. “[T]he capillary space of connection and circulation between the macro- and
micro-political registers through which the lives of bodies become enmeshed in the
lives of nations, states, and capital-formations” (Stryker et al. 14).
Gender. “[O]ne of several set of variable techniques or temporal practices (such as race or
class) through which bodies are made to live” (Stryker et al. 14)

. That which is ineffable, elusive, and particular (LeMaster and Johnson).

“So, what the fuck is transgender, then? Is that the same as a t—-y**?!” Sincerely, dad.

Dissociation. Shaken, not stirred.

I remember their facial expression as they yelled at me. Looking back I know now they
were projecting. Fear. It fell on my body. At home. At church. At school. In bed.

Transgender. Any number of persons whose genders are exceptional, mundane, and who
evade normative institutional expectancies by simply being.

1. “Trans* identification emerges not from ‘biological’ evidence, bodily appearances, or
impressed/socialized sex/gender norms but from a disjuncture between an embodied
sensation/feeling and the biological ‘truth’ of their sex/gender” (Simpkins 232)

2. “A hegemonic socio-political identity crafted by (mostly) white binary trans people” so
that they can claim that they experience the same variety of transphobia as trans
women of color – Black trans women specifically – who bear the brunt of white
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supremacist transmisogyny and not “transphobia” in the general sense in which it is
appropriated and deployed (binaohan 29; Krell).

[preemptively dismiss WHITE DUDEBRO’s attempt to cis-plain transgender]

We are at once:

Mythical

Magical

Material

Boring, tbh.

*No, you need not know how to actually talk to a trans person; you need only have a working
familiarity with the glossary of terms.

**no further comment ***

***this story is not respectable

***
WHY YOU GOT A MOUSTACHE?

SCENE: YOUNG ME is an androgynous 10-year-old, practicing their dribble with a new
basketball alongside two boys who are at the half-court during every recess period. They
are accepting of YOUNG ME but YOUNG ME does not speak to them. In walks a new,
curious, cisgender boy (YOUNG BOY) with a ball of his own.

ACT I

YOUNG BOY

(YOUNG BOY approaches with a relatively flat basketball pat… pat… patting on the hot,
tarred playground half-court; he is mean-mugging YOUNG ME as if he’s never seen
another human being before.)

Are you a girl or a boy?

YOUNG ME

(tenses up, sweat beading down their upper lip)

I don’t know! A… girl… ?

YOUNG BOY

(the YOUNG BOY’s face wrinkles, zeroing in on YOUNG ME’s top lip)

If you a girl, why you got a mustache?

YOUNG ME

(allows a million, well thought-out answers to hit their teeth and hesitates to answer; when
they stop dissociating, they shout–)

I don’t know!!! (Jayvien)
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***
It’s late. And the conversation remains lively. We move from theory to story. Repeat.

Benny tosses a hefty mound of resin on top of the coal as a giant cloud of aromatic
smoke entrances the room. We are transfixed and transported as we consider the
various canons constituting and constraining our gendered sense of self in our relative
fields. We voice frustrations, microaggressions, and exhaustions. We pause at
communication.

Julia Wood’s Gendered Lives has long maintained its prominence as a key gender com-
munication text. The recent 12th edition includes a second author: Natalie Fixmer-Oraiz.
Wood explains that collaborating with Fixmer-Oraiz “deepened her understanding of the
profound ways in which gender and power are imbricated” (xvii). Still, gender is tethered
to a binary structure, even as it is promises its own liberatory potential. Wood and Fixmer-
Oraiz offer three goals for studying gender communication: (1) To appreciate the many
ways culture shapes “masculinity and femininity and men and women,” (2) To gain con-
sciousness of gender constitution, which empowers one to more actively author their own
gendered lives, and (3) To equip oneself with communication tools: “learning about differ-
ences in women’s and men’s communication will enlarge your ability to appreciate and
adapt to diverse communication styles” (16). The first and third goals reify a binary
assumption while the second gestures at the potentiality of non-binary gender.

Through clenched teeth, Jayvien demands, “And what’s the point? It still centers white
cisgender and binary embodiment!” They are frustrated.

“The point,” Rusty offers, “is that there is space for our emergence as non-binary folks.
Well, white. White non-binary folks.”

Gray asks, “How do Wood and Fixmer-Oraiz define ‘gender’ and ‘sex’ for a communi-
cation audience?”

Danny chimes in using a sarcastic tone, “they define sex as ‘A biological classification
based on external genitalia (penis and testes in males [sic], clitoris and vagina in females
[sic]) and internal sex organs (ovaries and uterus in females [sic], prostate gland in
males [sic])’” (19).

We stare at one another. Our blubbering laughter marks a coalition – we laugh at that
which has been used as the grounds to exclude us. We laugh because we know now what
feminist women of color have long taught us: arbitrary standards justify the violence we
wear on our bodies.

Gray breaks the laughter, “Okay. So, they’ve sexed our genitals, which projects meaning
onto our bodies such that you might be a woman with a ‘male’ penis! And you might be a
man with a ‘female’ uterus! WTF. This logic is so cisheteronormative.”

Benny clarifies, “And to ‘sex’ genitals is to attribute meaning based on colonial binary
logic.”

Rusty responds, “Yes, to render one ‘male’ OR ‘female’ based on arbitrary standards
established in the cisheteronormative imaginary.”

And to attribute reproductive worth under racist capitalism. To render one “male” or
“female” based on arbitrary standards used to justify white terror, adds Jayvien.

Danny offers, “Sexing genitals is an imperialist performance derived of transmisogynistic
and white supremacist legacies used to justify all manner of violence against trans, non-
binary, and cisgender women of color.”
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Beat. beaT. BeAt. BEAT.

Rage revs. Benny thinks: This shit triggers. It angers us/them.

And now, we must fight dis

sociation. To externalize our rage and to focus our attention to the structures that
design our demise.

[Breathe in:] It is a critique of a critique. [Hold. Breathe out:] A transfeminist critique of a
feminist critique of patriarchal renderings of the universal masculine subject. [Hold.
Breathe in:] There is no end; that is good. [Repeat.]

Breath – A privilege.

The presumption that sex/gender is transparent naturalizes binary gender construction and
pathologizes transgender existence. (Enke 66)

It’s designed to perpetuate i t s e l f perpetually [Breathe]

An Affirmation (Repeat as often as necessary):

Gender. A means of categorizing bodies. Sex. Fucking (Bornstein).

Well sex my gender and gender my fuck! I’ve finally fingered it out: fucking those imagina-
tively sucked births gender… but what the fuck is fuck? (Danny)

Suck me off

Let me cum in your mouth – so that,

You.

can taste my

Pain.

Touch my skin.

Send chills into my aorta,

Please!

Drown out the heart – beatings.

Thump.

You are alone

Thump.

You will always be alone

Thump.

You are not good enough

Thump.

Please!
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Stop.

But don’t stop.

the Beating.

If only

scar tissue dried my eyes,

instead of keeping me

from moving – forward. (Rusty)

Dissociation fades. Relief. A Breath.

Temporary endings

I (Benny) am sitting at the wooden picnic table nestled in a patch of unkempt vines. This is
where our community began. And today I am saying goodbye. My co-authors/friends have
invited the entirety of Trans Gang9 to wish my partner and I off as we head to Arizona for
my new job. Tears breach as I am gifted the latest issue of a non-binary zine my co-authors
now produce. Trans pop icon Sophie’s latest album blasts through the speakers as we laugh
and sway and dance, sharing space, time, and memories in the mid-summer Southern
Californian warmth. I think to myself: It began with love. Relationally-derived self-love.
And it is that love that binds us now – co-authors/friends along with the entirety of
our Trans Gang. We have worked tirelessly to construct trans-affirming queer worlds.
Our queer worlds have led to increased access to trans-affirming health care, an empow-
ered sense of self with participants applying for opportunities they would have once
avoided, a community of art makers and thinkers, increased retention rates for trans stu-
dents, an intersectional understanding of gender that necessarily requires a coalitional
commitment, and a loud and unapologetic trans-affirming politic. In this essay, we
perform queer worlds of our own design using collaged relational autoethnography.
While four members of our larger queer world participated here, it is important to note
that the organically constructed Trans Gang includes far more queer worldmakers
working against the performative sedimentation of racialized cisheteronormativity.
Indeed, this labor is marked not in capitalist terms but in terms of political commitment.
We choose to work in coalition to co-construct queer worlds and to find and realize love –
relationally derived self-love. We end our essay with a collaged response to a closing
prompt of our own design:What have you gained from this project as a non-binary person?

Galaxies collide

I am less interested in assessing the normality of my experiences of gender as I settle into
my young adulthood. Trying to achieve the “mythical norm” (Lorde) of girlhood or
boyhood prevented the possibility of building community via unlearning cisheteronorma-
tivity (Jayvien). The words in a sense took away my previously higher fear of loneliness.
Words mean it didn’t have to be me on my own. A growth of terminology also allows com-
munication of that which sets you apart (Gray). And still, I desire to change my body.
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I’m a filthy fucking pervert who wants to leave you breathless

but I also want to touch the parts of you that hurt

to the parts of me that hurt

“together we can feel seen.”

I don’t want to be an either or

all I want is to feel wanted

like your

cisgender male

lovers (Rusty)

– I’ve found family in shared isolation –
Growing up, I hung out with the “troubled” and “problem” children who often made

fun of my skin and hair. They saw me more clearly than most, though, many having
experienced social rejection at a very young age (Jayvien).

A family is where I stuck, where I was caught, and when I can exist as a boundary some-
thing not quite one side or another, not necessarily leaning in a direction, but an existence
not defined by direction due to a cultural directionality that I do not exist within (Gray).
No one can know their gender alone. Rather, we rely on social cues that are in constant
need of recalibration and justification (Benny). I have not had strength enough to
explore those boundaries (Gray). My engagements with love thus far in life have been
mostly excruciating; I am terrified of entering this space with someone again (Danny).
But I am gaining the strength. It seems to slowly seep through the cracks of my ancient
guarded walls. I can feel it radiating from my friends who to me are my family. Exploring
these inwardly while, with the support of some around me, I attempt to experience what
being non-binary means to me (Gray)

seeing you/feeling me/feeling you

seeing me: together we

weave relief

through reprieve

from being (mis)perceived;

Scared

and excited

to be here in this space

we make

for each other through one

another;
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… not

used

to

being

seen

like this.

Felt

between

the

sheets

of fabric

lying tattered

at my

feet:

torn by talons

used to cut

and protect

me from

being

made

visible;

I often

smile

to become

invisible

but now

with you

i am starting

to see

who i am

reflected
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in

our

beautiful

eyes.

family that lasts through every moon phase

can lift the burden of oppression hurt haze.

Stories battle like wounded warriors.

Histories of tattered tales work to be known.

Neither this or that:

male or female/man or woman.

transgender or transsexual.

Both this and that:

male and female/man and woman

transgender and transsexual.

Storied lives that are too snug.

Too loose. Too threatening. Stifling.

They persist. Demanding focus.

I am not, I am. I will not.

We will…

new spaces into being. New language.

Informed by tattered tales fighting to remain

like us.

Notes

1. We understand love as a critical coalitional politic committed to the humanization of differ-
ence. Rachel Griffin informs our approach to love when she characterizes love as “a huma-
nizing means to render the invisible visible, offer compassion when there seems to be none,
and extend empathy beyond previous boundaries” (218; see also Calafell and Gutierrez-
Perez).

2. Cisheteronormativity refers to the systemic normalization and material privileging of bodies,
identities, and subjectivities that most closely align with white cisgender and heterosexual
cultural expectancies (LeMaster, “Unlearning”; See also J. Johnson).

3. Misogynoir refers to the hatred of Black women (Cooper 162), and misandrynoir the hatred
of Black men; both projected onto my (Jayvien) body via perceptions shaped from anti-Black
stereotypes (i.e. angry black woman, black male brute, etc.).
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4. Our shift from heteronormativity to cisheteronormativity is informed by LeMaster
(“Unlearning”), who develops Yep’s (“Violence”) framework to center transness.

5. We use two means to distinguish authorship. One, we cite our individual names as a means of
locating ourselves as individuals. Two, we use the singular they/them/their pronoun to refer-
ence our collaborative voice.

6. TEG is an acronym for Trans Empowerment Group (see LeMaster, “Unlearning”).
7. “Enby” is shorthand for non-binary and is used as a term of identity.
8. Our intent is not to suggest that intersex folks are necessarily or inherently trans but that

cisheteronormative logics are used to surveil and discipline intersex identities and bodies
in ways similar and different than trans folks who are not intersex.

9. The members of TEG refer to ourselves as “Trans Gang.”
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